Group combines shapes together.
Select multiple objects and click
Group to put them together. In
Group, Hole allows you subtract one
shape from another after you put
them together. You can change color
by clicking on the Solid.

View Cube allows
you to change
perspective of shapes
on the plane. You can
click on a face or roll
the cube to change
the perspective.

Home allows
you to go back
to the original
perspective.
Fit all in view.

Ungroup takes
combined
shapes apart.

Lock: if things are not
selectable, they may be
locked

Add a shape on
the plane by
dragging OR
clicking the
shape you want
and click
anywhere on
the workplane.

Rotate the shape
either by by dragging
along the angle
indicator or typing in
values for angles.

Drag this black cone to
move the shape
vertically (along z-axis).

Change measurements
of height, width, and
length either by dragging
a corner or typing in
values. Dragging while
holding down shift key
will scale shape
uniformly.

Duplicate creates a copy. Click
the shape you want to duplicate
and click Duplicate. Then, drag
the shape and you will see the
duplicate appears.

Paste
Copy

View Cube allows to
change perspective
of shapes on the
plane. You can click
on a face or roll the
cube to change the
perspective.

Home allows to
go back to the
original
perspective.
Fit all in view.

Group combines shapes together.
Select multiple objects and click
Group to put them together. In
Group, Hole allows you subtract one
shape from another after you put
them together. You can change color
by clicking on the Solid.

Ungroup takes
combined
shapes apart.

Align allows two shapes to
be aligned along with width,
length, or height. Dots allow
to choose where you want
shapes to be aligned.
Lock
Flip creates
a mirrored
version of a
shape.

Add a shape on
the plane by
dragging OR
clicking the
shape you want
and click
anywhere on
the workplane.
Edit Grid allows
to change units
and size.
Snap Grid
allows to line
up shapes and
change the size
of shapes.

